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Abstract: Document classification has a broad application in the field of sentiment classification,
document ranking and topic labeling, etc. Previous neural network-based work has mainly focused
on investigating a so-called forward implication, i.e., the preceding text segments are taken as the
context of the following text segments when generating the text representation. Such a scenario
typically ignores the fact that the semantics of a document are a product of the mutual implication of
all text segments in a document. Thus, in this paper, we introduce a concept of interaction and propose
a text representation model with Self-interaction Attention Mechanism (TextSAM) for document
classification. In particular, we design three aggregated strategies to integrate the interaction into a
hierarchical architecture for document classification, i.e., averaging the interaction, maximizing the
interaction and adding one more attention layer on the interaction, which leads to three models, i.e.,
TextSAMAVE, TextSAMMAX and TextSAMATT, respectively. Our comprehensive experimental results
on two public datasets, i.e., Yelp 2016 and Amazon Reviews (Electronics), show that our proposals
can significantly outperform the state-of-the-art neural-based baselines for document classification,
presenting a general improvement in terms of accuracy ranging from 5.97% to 14.05% against the best
baseline. Furthermore, we find that our proposals with a self-interaction attention mechanism can
obviously alleviate the impact brought by the increase of sentence number as the relative improvement
of our proposals against the baselines are enlarged when the sentence number increases.

Keywords: interaction representation; attention mechanism; document classification;
hierarchical architecture

1. Introduction

Document classification, as a challenging task in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP),
typically assigns one or more class labels to a document according to its subject or other attributes,
e.g., author and topic. Generally, it has a broad application in the area of sentiment classification [1,2],
document ranking [3], genre classification [4] and topic labeling [5], etc.

Traditional approaches on document classification mainly label the document according to a
relevance of the document to a class label, which is estimated based on the statistical indicators,
e.g., the frequency of co-occurrence words (the bag-of-words model [6]), the frequency of the word
pair (the n-grams model [7]) and the weight scores of each word in different documents (the TF-IDF
model [8]). However, such statistical-based methods typically suffer from the problem of data sparsity
and dimensionality explosion when they are applied to a large-scale corpus. To deal with this,
neural-based approaches are proposed by learning distributed representation [9–12]. The neural-based
models generally follow a so-called one-way action. That is to say, representations generated for
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the preceding text segments are taken as the context to determine the representations of following
text segments. Instead, we argue that the semantics of a text segment is a product of interactions
of all text segments in a document. Restrictions to one-way action may result in a partial semantic
loss. Although these interaction relations may be learned by neural networks with enough samples,
modeling such interaction relations can directly make document representation more informative and
effective. In order to learn such interaction, we propose a text representation model with Self-interaction
Attention Mechanism (TextSAM)-based text representation for document classification.

We illustrate our Self-interaction Attention Mechanism in Figure 1b. The idea of an action of a
text segment on another segment is that the former assigns a semantic weight to the latter. Standard
attention mechanism [13] used in text representation (Figure 1a) typically introduces a context vector
by a random initialization [14] (external input) as the action controller to get source elements semantics
weights that make up the document representation. That is to say, standard attention mechanism is
a one-way action between the context vector and source elements. In contrast, our self-interaction
attention mechanism (Figure 1b) resorts to all source elements (without external input) in a document
as the action controllers. All source elements that are regarded as the action controllers are equivalent to
the interaction between source elements. In detail, we design three aggregated strategies to integrate
the interaction into a hierarchical architecture for document classification, i.e., averaging the interaction,
maximizing the interaction and adding one more attention layer on the interaction, which leads to
three models, i.e., TextSAMAVE, TextSAMMAX and TextSAMATT, respectively. Our experimental results
prove the effectiveness of our proposals.
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The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first attempt to model the interactions between source
elements in a document;

• We propose a Self-interaction Attention Mechanism (TextSAM) to produce the interaction
representation in a document for classification.

• We introduce three aggregated strategies to integrate the interaction into a hierarchical structure,
generating three models for document classification, i.e., TextSAMAVE, TextSAMMAX and
TextSAMATT, respectively.

• We conduct comprehensive experiments on two large-scale public datasets (Yelp 2016 and
Amazon Reviews (Electronics)) for document classification. We find that our proposals
significantly outperform the state-of-the-art baselines, achieving an improvement ranging from
5.97% to 33.27% in terms of accuracy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we describe the related works in Section 2.
Our proposals are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents our experimental setup. In Section 5,
we report and discuss our experimental results. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2. Related work

In this section, we briefly summarize the general statistical approaches for document classification
in Section 2.1 and the neural networks-based methods in Section 2.2. We then describe the recent work
on attention mechanism for document classification in Section 2.3.

2.1. Statistical Classification

The most common and simplest approaches for document classification are Bag-of-Words (Bow)
models [6] or n-grams models [7], which regard each word or a word pair in text as a discrete entity
and employ one-hot representation to reflect the frequency of a word or word pair. However, the BoW
model can only symbolize the entities and cannot reflect the semantic relationship between entities.
In view of that, Zhang et al. [7] covert the one hot representation into the word2vec [15] representation.
Furthermore, in order to highlight how important a word is to a document, the TF-IDF term-weighting
scheme is added to improve the performance of document classification [8]. Other works incorporate
the text features into model construction, e.g., the noun phrases [16] and the tree kernels [17].

Clearly, a progressive step has been made in statistical classification, but these approaches
inevitably suffer from the problem of data sparsity and dimensionality explosion when they are
employed in a large-scale corpus. Instead, our proposals built on neural architecture have the ability
to learn the distributed representation to deal with the above drawbacks.

2.2. Neural Classification

Recently, deep learning techniques have attracted considerable attention in the field of document
classification. For instance, Joulin et al. [9] utilize a hidden layer to integrate all inputs for document
representation, which leads to an excellent performance for document classification. Kim [10] directly
employs the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) architecture for text classification.Similarly, at the
character level, Zhang et al. [7] use the CNNs architecture to represent the text. Liu et al. [11] combine
the multitask learning framework with recurrent neural networks (RNNs) structure to jointly learn
across multiple related tasks. Furthermore, Lai et al. [12] adopt the recurrent structure to grasp the
context information and can identify the key components in the text by employing a max-pooling layer.

Although these approaches have been proved effective in the task of document classification, they
completely depend on the structure of a network to implicitly represent a document, ignoring the
interaction that may exist among the source elements in a document, e.g., words or sentences. However,
our proposals can model the interaction as the starting point to better reflect the semantic relationship
between each component in a document, which we argue can help improve the effectiveness of
document classification.
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2.3. Attention Mechanism

Since Bahdanau et al. [13] first proposeed the attention mechanism in the field of machine
translation, the attention mechanism has become a standard part of natural language processing
(NLP), e.g., neural machine translation [18], image caption [19], speech recognition [20] and question
answering [21]. Standard attention mechanism is actually a process that computes a categorical
distribution to make soft-selection over source elements [22]. This paradigm makes it possible to
control the interaction between source elements with their surrounding context in a document.

Generally, such attention mechanism-based approaches incorporate the context either by a random
initialization or by a joint learning process [14]. In addition, they are not directly applicable to the tasks
like sentiment classification that has only one single sentence as input [23]. However, our proposal
based on the self-interaction attention mechanism can use each source element as context without
extra input, which helps to develop the potential of interaction in the attention mechanism.

3. Methods

In this section, we first formally describe our proposal, i.e., the self-interaction attention
mechanism, in Section 3.1. After that, we introduce three aggregated strategies to integrate the
interaction into the hierarchical architecture in Section 3.2. Finally, we describe the process of
classification in Section 3.3.

3.1. Self-Interaction Attention Mechanism

3.1.1. One-Way Action

As shown in Figure 1a, the standard attention mechanism is implemented as a hidden layer which
carries a soft-selection process over the source elements. The context vector, as the action controller of the
one-way action, assigns source elements the semantics weights that form the document representation.

Formally, we can define a sequence of source elements as x = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}, where xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
is an input source element that is vectorized by a representation hi through RNN. We first feed the
input vector representation hi through a one-layer Multi Layer Perception (MLP) to get ui as a hidden
representation of hi, i.e.,

ui = tanh(Whhi + bh),

where Wh and bh are a weight matrix and a bias term, respectively. Similarly, we can have a hidden
representation uw of the context vector. Then, we formulate the one-way action representation c
between the source elements of a document and context vector as follows:

c =
n

∑
i=1

αihi,

where

αi =
exp(uT

i uw)

∑n
i=1 exp(uT

i uw)

is the semantics weight of the source element xi assigned by the action controller, i.e., context vector uw.

3.1.2. Interaction Representation

Clearly, this attention mechanism can tackle the issue of compressing a source element with
variable-length memory into a fixed-dimensional vector. However, the context vector uw is usually
an external input, which is not applicable to some tasks. Accordingly, in this paper, we take each
source element as context to formulate a deep one-way action without an external information input.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, with the self-interaction attention mechanism, we can similarly
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represent the one-way action ck between all source elements and the source element xk (as action
controller) as follows:

ck =
n

∑
i=1

αkihi,

where

αki =
exp(uT

i uk)

∑n
i=1 exp(uT

i uk)

is the semantics weight of the source element xi assigned by the action controller, i.e., source element xk.
Enumerating all source elements as the action controller, we can get the one-way action sequence

(c1, c2, · · · , cn), which is equivalent to realizing the interaction between source elements. For simplicity,
we denote an interaction representation C as follows:

C = (c1, c2, · · · , cn).

…

… …

… …

… …

… …

… …

… …

…

Source Elements

Co
nt

ex
t

Figure 2. Process of Self-interaction Attention Mechanism.

3.2. Aggregated Strategy

After illustrating the self-interaction attention mechanism, we should convert the variable-length
interaction representation C into a fixed-dimensional text representation t. Hence, we propose
three aggregated strategies, i.e., averaging the interaction, maximizing the interaction as well as
adding one more attention layer on the interaction, which results in TextSAMAVE, TextSAMMAX and
TextSAMATT, respectively.

3.2.1. Pooling Proces

In order to convert the variable-length input into a fixed-length representation, we perform a
pooling operation along the first dimension of interaction representation C (as shown in Figure 3) and
particularly introduce two strategies for pooling, i.e., averaging the interaction and maximizing the
interaction, resulting in TextSAMAVE and TextSAMMAX, respectively.

TextSAMAVE assumes that each one-way action ci in C is equal to the final document
representation. Therefore, TextSAMAVE employs the average pooling [24] in the pooling layer as

t =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

ci.

TextSAMMAX focuses on extracting the most important feature from the interaction representation
C. Thus, TextSAMMAX employs the max pooling [25] in the pooling layer as

t = max{ci},
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where max{·}means to get the maximum value in each dimension of the interaction ci (i = 1, · · · , n).

…

Pooling Layer

C

t

Figure 3. Pooling Process in the Aggregated Strategy.

3.2.2. One-Way Action-Again Process

As shown in Section 3.1, we can find that the standard attention mechanism has the ability
to integrate the variable-length input into a fixed-dimensional representation. In addition, as the
interaction can not contribute equally to the final text representation, we add another layer of attention
in the aggregated strategy to develop a deep one-way action.

As shown in Figure 4, we first feed the interaction ci through a one-layer MLP to get the
corresponding hidden representation vi, i.e.,

C

…

Context

t

Figure 4. Interaction-Again Process in the Aggregated Strategy.

vi = tanh(Wcci + bc),

where Wc and bc are a weight matrix and a bias term, respectively. Then, we randomly initialize the
context vector vc and employ a softmax function as follows:

λi =
vT

i vc

∑ vT
i vc

,
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where λi is the semantics weight assigned by the action controller, i.e., context vector vc. Finally,
the document representation t can be represented as:

t =
n

∑
i=1

λici.

So far, our proposals with a self-interaction attention mechanism have been illustrated completely.

3.3. Document Classification

In the process of class prediction, we apply a softmax classifier on the document representation t
to get a predicted label t̂, where t̂ ∈ Y and Y is the class label set, i.e.,

t̂ = argmax p(Y|t),

where
p(Y|t) = softmax(W(t)t + b(t)).

Here, W(t) and b(t) are the reshape matrix and the bias term, respectively.
Therefore, we can use the negative log-likelihood to define the loss function L as follows:

L = − log p(t̂|t).

4. Experiments

In this section, we first present our proposed models and baseline methods in Section 4.1. We then
describe the evaluation metrics and datasets used in our experiments in Section 4.2. Next, we describe
our model setup in Section 4.3 in detail and list the research questions to be answered in Section 4.4
that guide our experiments.

4.1. Model Summary

Since the hierarchical architecture has been proved effective in the field of document
classification [14], we adopt the hierarchical architecture in our models, i.e., the word level and
the sentence level.

In addition, in the standard attention mechanism, it only calculates a one-way action, i.e.,
the complexity for it is O(n). In contrast, a self-interaction attention mechanism should calculate
n one-way actions, i.e., the complexity for it is O(n2). Hence, in order to avoid the problem of extremely
high complexity, we adopt the standard attention mechanism at the word level and the self-interaction
attention mechanism at the sentence level. The detailed process of our proposals is illustrated in
Algorithm A1 (see Appendix A).

For comparison, we summarize our proposed models and the baseline methods in Table 1.

Table 1. Models summary. (The baseline methods and our proposals are identified with the identifiers ◦
and ?, respectively.)

Models Description

TextRNN ◦ A recurrent neural network-based approach [11].
TextHAN ◦ A hierarchical attention network-based approach [14].
TextSAMAVE

? A self-interaction attention mechanism-based approach with averaging the interaction.
TextSAMMAX

? A self-interaction attention mechanism-based approach with maximizing the interaction.
TextSAMATT

? A self-interaction attention mechanism-based approach with one more attention on interaction.
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4.2. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

We implement our experiments on two large scale public datasets that can be used for document
classification, i.e., Yelp 2016 and Amazon Reviews (Electronics). The statistics of the datasets are
summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Statistics of datasets (The vocabulary in datasets has gone through data cleaning, excluding
single characters and punctuations as well as retaining only the lemmatized words).

Dataset Yelp 2016 Amazon Reviews (Electronics)

# classes 5 5
# documents 4,153,150 1,689,188
# average sentences/document 8.11 6.88
# average words/sentence 17.02 7.65
# average words/document 138.02 136.97
# maximal sentences in document 166 416
# maximal words in document 1431 7488
# words in vocabulary 155,498 66,551

• Yelp 2016 is obtained from the Yelp Dataset Challenge in 2016 (https://www.yelp.com/dataset/
challenge), which has five levels of ratings from 1 to 5. In other words, we can classify the
documents into five classes.

• Amazon Reviews (Electronics) are obtained from Amazon products data (http://jmcauley.ucsd.
edu/data/amazon/). This dataset contains the product reviews and the metadata from Amazon
from May 1996 to July 2014. Similarly, five levels of ratings from 1 to 5 are given to product reviews.

As shown in Table 2, the most notable differences between Yelp 2016 and Amazon Reviews
(Electronics) lie in the number of documents and the size of vocabulary, which could have an impact
on the performance of document classification.

For evaluation, we use accuracy as the metric, which is a standard metric to measure the overall
document classification performance. In detail, the metric accuracy can be computed as

accuracy =
∑k

i=1 Sgn(predict(i), ground_truth(i))
k

,

where k is the total number of test documents, Sgn(a, b) is a sign function (Sgn(a, b) = 1 when a equals
b; otherwise, Sgn(a, b) = 0.), ground_truth(i) indicates the ground truth of the class label for document
i and predict(i) returns the predicted class label for document i.

4.3. Model Configuration

For data processing, in order to construct the hierarchical architecture, we split the documents into
sentences and tokenize each sentence using the Stanford’s CoreNLP [26]. Besides, in order to avoid the
problem of vocabulary redundancy, we discard the words with a single character or with punctuations.
Finally, the top 100, 000 words in Yelp 2016 and 50, 000 words in Amazon Reviews (Electronics)
remained the same. In addition, we use the pre-trained word vectors dataset GloVe (Wikipedia 2014 +
Gigaword 5) (http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/pddl/) as our embedding dataset.

For the model setup, we give the final setting as follows. the batch size is set to be 64, i.e.,
64 documents per batch, the word embedding dimension is set to be 200 and the LSTM dimension
is set to 50. In training process, we use the stochastic gradient descent approach to train all models
with a learning rate 0.001. To avoid the gradient problem, we adopt a gradient clipping [27] by scaling
gradients when the norm exceeds a threshold of 5. In addition, as shown in Table 2, we see that
#averagesentences/document and #averagewords/sentence are both <30. Hence, we set the truncation
number of the sentence to 30.

https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
https://www.yelp.com/dataset/challenge
http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/
http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/pddl/
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For initializing the neural networks, we adopt the xavier initialization approach to keep the scale
of the gradients roughly the same in all layers [28].

4.4. Research Question

The research questions guiding our experiments are listed as follows.

RQ 1 Does the self-interaction attention mechanism incorporated in the document representation
model help to improve the performance for classification?

RQ 2 Since the self-interaction attention mechanism is only built on the sentence level, what is the
impact on performance of the number of sentences in a document?

Answers to these two questions would provide valuable insights into the utility of self-interaction
attention in neural network-based models for document classification.

5. Results and Analysis

In Section 5.1, we compare the performance of our proposals against that of the baseline methods
on two datasets. Then, Section 5.2 zooms in on the effect on document classification by the number of
sentences in a document. In addition, we analyze the impact on performance of the truncation number
in Section 5.3.

5.1. Performance Comparison

To answer RQ1, we adopt the holdout method (see Section 5.1.1) and the k-fold cross-validation
(see Section 5.1.2) to compare the classification performance, respectively.

5.1.1. Holdout Method

In the holdout method, for each dataset, we randomly divide the data into 10 equally sized
subsamples. Then we select 8 subsamples for training, a single subsample for validation and a single
subsample for testing. In Table 3, we present the experimental results of all discussed models in this
paper for document classification on Yelp 2016 and Amazon Reviews (Electronics), respectively.

Table 3. Accuracy on the document classification task in the holdout methods. The results of the best
baseline and the best performer in each column are underlined and boldfaced, respectively.

Model Yelp 2016 Amazon Reviews (Electronics)

TextRNN [11] 0.4433 0.5127
TextHAN [14] 0.5575 0.5493
TextSAMAVE 0.5507 0.5636
TextSAMMAX 0.5908 0.6265
TextSAMATT 0.5587 0.5709

Regarding the baselines, TextHAN outperforms TextRNN, showing an improvement of 25.76%
and 7.14% in terms of accuracy in Yelp 2016 and Amazon Reviews(Electronics), respectively. This means
that hierarchical architecture does indeed represent the document well for classification. In addition,
our proposal with the self-interaction mechanism, i.e., TextSAMAVE, TextSAMMAX and TextSAMATT,
generally outperform the baseline model (except that TextSAMAVE loses the competition with TextHAN
on Yelp 2016.). This proves that our proposed self-interaction attention mechanism can significantly
promote the performance of document classification.

In particular, TextSAMMAX is the best performing model among our proposals. On the Yelp 2016
dataset, TextSAMMAX shows an obvious improvement of 5.97% against the best baseline, TextHAN,
and achieves an improvement of 7.28% against TextSAMAVE and of 5.75% against TextSAMATT.
Similarly, on Amazon Reviews (Electronics), compared with TextHAN, TextSAMAVE and TextSAMATT,
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TextSAMMAX achieves improvements of 14.05%, 11.56% and 9.74%. By applying the max pooling
operation on each dimension of interaction representation, TextSAMMAX can extract the most
representative feature to better represent a document.

TextSAMATT, like TextSAMMAX, outperforms TextHAN by 0.22% in terms of accuracy on Yelp
2016 and 3.93% on Amazon Reviews (Electronics). TextSAMAVE performs worse than TextSAMATT but
still improves the accuracy of 2.60% over TextHAN on Amazon Reviews (Electronics). The difference
in performance between TextSAMATT and TextSAMAVE may be explained by the fact that averaging
the interaction will ignore the fact that each document has its own emphasis and specific topic.

5.1.2. K-Fold Cross-Validation

In the k-fold cross-validation, we first randomly divide the dataset into 5 equally sized subsets.
We select four subsets for training and the remaining one for testing. The cross-validation process is
then repeated 5 times to make sure that each subset can be used as the testing data. We report the
average accuracy from these five experiments as the final classification in Table 4.

Table 4. Accuracy on the document classification task in the k-fold cross-validation. The results of the
best baseline and the best performer in each column are underlined and boldfaced, respectively.

Model Yelp 2016 Amazon Reviews (Electronics)

TextRNN [11] 0.4532 0.5211
TextHAN [14] 0.5537 0.5435
TextSAMAVE 0.5543 0.5632
TextSAMMAX 0.5919 0.6293
TextSAMATT 0.5602 0.5726

The results in Table 4 are similar to those in Table 3. We conclude that when the number of training
samples is large enough, the holdout method can be used for experimental evaluation instead of the
k-fold cross-validation.

5.2. Impact of the Number of Sentences

To answer RQ 2, we manually group the documents according to the number of sentences,
e.g., (0, 5], (5, 10], (10, 15], (15, 20], (20, 25] and (25, 30] (the truncation number of the sentence is 30),
and then examine the performance of our proposals as well as the baselines on groups of documents
with various sentence numbers. We plot the results in Figure 5a,b on Yelp 2016 and Amazon Reviews
(Electronics), respectively.

Clearly, for both datasets, we find that the performance of all discussed models declines
monotonously as the sentence number increases. The higher the sentence number, the more
complex the relation between sentences in the document, making it more difficult to get a good
document representation.

On the Yelp 2016 dataset, in particular, when the number of sentences increases from (0, 5] to
(25, 30], the accuracy of all discussed models presents a significant drop. For instance, regarding
the baseline methods, TextRNN and TextHAN decreases by around 20% and 6% in terms of
accuracy, respectively. Regarding our proposals with self-interaction attention mechanism, generally,
the TextSAM models present a relatively stable decrease in terms of accuracy when the number of
sentences increases. For instance, the drop rate of TextSAMAVE achieves at most 5% when performing
on documents with sentence number from (0, 5] to (25, 30]. In addition, our proposals consistently
outperform the baseline models when the number of sentences exceeds (15, 20]. On the Amazon
Reviews (Electronics) dataset, similar results can be found. In general, the baseline models present a
stable decline as the number of sentences increases. However, our proposals show an obvious drop
in terms of accuracy before the number of sentences reaches (15, 20]. After that, different from the
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stable descending trend on Yelp 2016, the performance of TextSAM models consistently jumps until
the number of sentences arrives at (25, 30].

From the above observation, we would like to conclude that, compared with the baseline models,
our proposals can obviously alleviate the impact brought about by the increase of sentence number on
the performance of document classification. Since the baseline models are typically based on the LSTM
(Long Short-Term Memory) architecture, which suffers from the problem of gradient vanishing [29]
and make a descending performance as the number of sentences increases. Instead, our proposals can
tackle such a problem by introducing the interaction between source elements and the context into the
hierarchical architecture, which leads us to retain the overall semantics of text and help improve the
performance of document classification.

(a) Yelp 2016 (b) Amazon Reviews (Electronics)

Figure 5. Classification accuracy on documents with various number of sentences.

5.3. Parameters Analysis

Since the truncation number in our experimental setup (see Section 4.3) is artificially fixed,
we undertake a further investigation on the performance of our proposals with a different truncation
number, e.g., 10, 15, · · · , 35. We plot the results in Figure 6a,b on Yelp 2016 and Amazon Reviews
(Electronics), respectively.

(a) Yelp 2016 (b) Amazon Reviews (Electronics)

Figure 6. Classification accuracy on documents with various truncation number of the sentence.

Clearly, on Yelp 2016, as the truncation number increases, all discussed models increase at first,
and then decrease. In particular, all discussed models reach a peak at 30. Similar findings can be found
in Amazon Reviews (Electronics). These findings indicate that our hypothesis that the truncation
number is set to 30 is reasonable.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a concept called interaction in document representation and then
design a self-interaction attention mechanism to inject the interaction into a hierarchical architecture
for document classification. In particular, based on a hierarchical architecture, we propose three
strategies to integrate the interaction for document representation, i.e., TextSAMAVE, TextSAMMAX
and TextSAMATT, corresponding to averaging the interaction, maximizing the interaction and adding
one more attention on the interaction, respectively.

Our experimental results on two public datasets, i.e., Yelp 2016 and Amazon Reviews (Electronics),
demonstrate that our proposals significantly outperform the baseline models, i.e., TextRNN [11]
and TextHAN [14]. Among of our newly proposed models, TextSAMMAX is superior to the other
proposed models. In detail, TextSAMMAX presents an improvement ranging from 5.97% to 14.05%
against the best baseline, i.e., TextHAN. Furthermore, we conclude that our proposals combined with
the self-interaction attention mechanism can alleviate the impact brought about by the increase of
sentence number.
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Appendix A

Algorithm A1 Self-interaction attention mechanism for document classification

Input: The embedding matrix for each word in vocabulary, We; the sentence sequence in document d,

d = {s1, s2, · · · , sn2}; the word sequence in each sentence, e.g., si = {w1
si

, w2
si

, · · · , wn3
si }.

Output: The class label of document d.
1: Initialize the network Ns in sentence-level and Nw in word-level. Initialize the context vector uw in

word level. Initialize all weight matrix W and bias term b.
2: i = 0
3: while i < n2 do

4: j = 0
5: while j < n3 do

6: Look up the embedding matrix We to get the embedding of word wj
si :w

j
si .

7: j = j + 1
8: end while
9: Feed the input {w1

si
, w2

si
, · · · , wn3

si } through the network Nw to get the output sequence

{h1
si

, h2
si

, · · · , hn3
si }.

10: Feed the output sequence through MLP to get the hidden representation sequence

{u1
si

, u2
si

, · · · , un3
si }.

11: Feed the hidden representation sequence through the standard attention mechanism to get the

sentence representation (action controller uw): si = Attention(u1
si

, u2
si

, · · · , un3
si ; uw)

12: i + 1
13: end while
14: Feed the sentence sequence through MLP to get the hidden representation sequence for

sentence:{u1, u2, · · · , un3}
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15: k = 0
16: while k < n3 do

17: Regard the uk as the action controller and through the standard attention mechanism to get the

one-way action representation: ck = Attention(u1, u2, · · · , un3 ; uk)
18: k + 1
19: end while
20: Employ specific aggregated strategy on interaction representation C to get the document

representation t : t = aggregate(c1, c2 · · · , cn3)
21: Employ softmax classifier on document representation t, i.e., p = so f tmax(W(t)t + b(t)).
22: return The position of the max value in p

[CrossRef]
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